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must be no shadowy attribute  of some super-person
called a social organism, but must find actual expression
in the lives and in the experience of definite individuals.
Burke would have talked about the happiness of England
as though the abstraction called England could possibly
be happy apart from the consciousness of the separate
persons who make up the English people.    Ben^Mmism,
shorn of its crudities^ ds^ simply ^humanism.    Bentham
did not talk about the happiness of England : he worked
for the happiness of the English people.    The creed of
humanism demands that we apply to all fine-sounding
phrases and theories the criterion of experienced human
welfare.    Humanism would challenge the orator who
descants on the glories of Empire to prove, if he could,
that the glories of Empire did really mean something
to the man in the next street.    When a diplomat talked
loftily of national ' aspirations ', the humanist would
inquire whether ninety per cent of the nation had ever
heard of those aspirations, understood them in detail,
or would ever be  allowed to  understand them.    He
would insist, as Bentham insisted, on cutting the cackle.
Bentham applied this humanist and utilitarian method
to English law which had been so praised by the Tories
as a slow, natural growth in accordance with divine
providence.    Bentham showed that it was a shameless
tyranny, which worked only for the misery of the weak
and poor, an elaborate mechanism for helping the edu-
cated and the powerful to keep down the ignorant and
oppressed. ( All institutions, every form of government
and administration, must be judged by one test and
one test alone, the greatest happiness of the greatest
number.    Useless to erect sacred social organisms and
to  take  shelter  beneath  elegant   phraseology:    what
matters is not the dignity of Law's spontaneous growth,
but that an innocent man has been denied defence and

